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C

ircular Obsessions would
have not been possible with
out the magic of the lathe.
It is thrilling to watch intently as an
object spins at thousands of RPM
as you ever so carefully engage it
with a razor sharp gouge. Focusing
just few inches from your face one
slight misturn of the gouge could
easily send the gouge and the wood
soaring at you with severe force.
That intensity of concentration carries
over also when working with a glass
torch. Again, I was drawn to creating
round objects this time in glass,
twisting and turning molten glass
in a torch hot enough to instantly
scorch you to the 3rd degree.
On a hot summer’s day with three
kilns cooking my glass creations
the studio could easily reach 105
degrees. At one telling point, with
perspiration drenched clothes
clinging to me, layers of wood dust
caked on my arms, and yet another
failed wood turning broken and
scattered on the floor - I knew the
four years to complete the series had
pushed me to my limits.
Yes, I’m glad the series if finished.

S

yngamy started, as did all the works

in this series, as a set of technical
accomplishments looking for form.
There was often a driving desire for a certain
look which presented technical difficulties.
Once a technique was mastered, then
the more creatively engaging process of
bringing it to form could begin. The above
image shows three works in progress.
The black cone at left of center is an eight
pound glass casting for the base of the work
Thesis. Making this component was difficult
since it stretched the limits of my hot glass
equipment which is limited to a crucible kiln
and small bench torches. Since there was no
possibility of reheating the glass if errors occurred in forming the shape the process had
to work flawlessly
I started with a metal marble formed using a
bench torch. The process is explained later.
When the two inch marble was finished it

was repeatedly dipped into the molten glass
inside the crucible, creating a thick clear
coating around the marble. This gather
of hot glass was then forced into a cone
shaped cherry wood mold. The mold was
created on a lathe and soaked for many
weeks in water enabling it to mold the hot
glass without catching fire.
Once formed, the glass was immediately
extracted from the wood mold and placed
into a matching cone shaped glass casting
mold waiting in a preheated annealing kiln.
The remaining free space in the mold was
then filled with a mixture of black and clear
frit glass forming the base of the cone and
visual transition into the body of the main
sculpture.
The dark ring at the bottom left of the image
are a few rings for the Bhor sculpture. The
challenges for those are explained in the
documentation for Bhor. Noteworthy here
was the difficulty of insuring the glass and

bronze castings fit perfectly together. Since
these materials are inflexible the castings had
to be executed perfectly.
The mock-up on the lower right is for
Syngamy showing a few of the glass bi-cone
‘gametes’. The technical challenge of creating

the gametes is also explained later. As can be
seen in the sketch above round marbles were
replaced with glass bi-cones on thick copper
cable. Many of the gamete’s cables were cut
and replaced with a mult-strand cable. This
cabling, as can be seen on page 6, offered
greater flexibility, free flow feel, and detail
interest which was lacking in the single strand
cable.
Getting all 32 gametes and 64 connections to
all fit together, and ending with a configuration that looked flowing was a true exercise in
patience.
The structural integrity of the piece was a
challenge also. The glass (image to the right)
had to fit both visually and structurally into a
supporting material. Wood would never hold
up and would not be an aesthetic fit. I chose
to turn solid surface material on the lathe
from the Avonite company (which is typically
used on high-end counter tops). I inevitably
choose one of the most expensive and hard
to procure of their products.

Solid surface material has one major draw back
in that it only comes in 1/2 inch thick stock. For
Syngamy’s rings this doesn’t present a problem
since the industry has great seam hiding glues
and I could glue two sheet together. For
Syngamy’s end cones gluing up eight sheets
just wouldn’t do, since with that many sheets
the seams would become obvious.
Seams and joints are a pet peeve of mine. As
soon as a joint between materials becomes
apparent the mystery and integrity of the piece
is compromised.
For the end cones I needed a copper metal
look with the detail holding power and the
structural integrity of solid surface material.
Having turned my prototype in sheets of
Corian (as can be seen on page two) the idea
copper plating came to mind. Corian I learned
is a material which can be plated.

A bronze casting would have been too heavy, but the
compromise of heavy copper plated Corian was ideal
since the plating would hold the detail in the Corian
turning, was structurally sound, and gave me the look
I wanted.
Searching for the right combination of materials was a
constant challenge during the fabrication of this series.
Glass is inherently fragile and can easily be too showy
and dominating. Metal is rigid and costly to fabricate
in time and materials. Wood is easy to work with
but its grain texture is wrong for the series. Corian is
a miserable martial to turn since it dulls gouges very
quickly.
I didn’t set out to create a mix media series. The
materials were chosen based on the needs of the
design and their inherent strengths and weaknesses.
The fact that the series is mixed media works
against it to some extent, because viewers don’t
readily understand what they are looking at, and
consequently this affects the value of the work if the

craftsmanship is not apparent or understood.
Every element of Syngamy needs an
accompanying explanation before an overall
appreciation is gained. For example, the center
glass is made of a combination of mica, glass
frit, and layers of iridescent glass. The close up
image on page four shows its metallic quality
which was a requirement for visual integrity. The
black specs are black glass chunks (firt) which are
pushing against the iridescent surface bending it
and causing folds in what looks like gold leaf.
An exacting kiln firing schedule was used to
create this effect. Too much heat and the glass
turns flat, losing a lot of its depth and sparkle.
This is yet another example of a technical
accomplishment looking for form.
I knew I could create this effect and kept it
brewing in the back of my mind. How exactly
it ended up in Syngamy is just one of those
unconscious mergers. The same is true of: the
metallic finish on the gametes created via a torch
reduction atmosphere; copper plating Corian;
and fusing the gametes to copper cable; and
the particular choice of ‘copper mine’ from
Avonite for the outer ring.
What is the best explanation of how the
various media come together forming a visually
integrated whole? To be honest I can’t say
exactly how these independent experiments
conducted over a period of years all fit together
at a point in time
Each experience be it on the lathe, the torch or
from the kiln is seeking - as best as I can describe
it - a resonance with an inner directive. Each
experience is independent of a whole and it is
a whole unto it self. The magic is when these
independent media experiments meld into a
wholly new form. Merging them seemlessly
is at times a painful process, but after years of
forming the parts, the parts demand of the
creator to be a completed whole.
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Torchworked Glass

Ahhh

the gentle hiss of the torch
on a cold winter day - the
warmth and intensity of light is a solace from
the grey days of the dead on Winter.
Torchwork is mesmerizing for some reason.
You can easily forget the danger and become
lulled into a false sense of comfort. Then there
is the toxic fumes from the metal I add to the
glass and the hazard of staring intently for

and decreasing either the oxygen or propane
supply. A reduction atmosphere is rich in propane
and low in oxygen. This atmosphere brings out
the metal on the glass surface, and is similar the
Raku process practiced by ceramic artists.
The metal marbles featured in many of the works
in the Circular Obsessions series are created
in the same manner of consecutive cycles of
reduction and oxidation torch atmosphere. The
torch temperature, the atmosphere, time in the
heat, distance from flame, type of metal, type of
base glass and many other factors determine the
outcome.
With so many variables at play obtaining a

Figure 1
hours on end into a blinding white light.
As can be seen in figure 3 I not only use a
vented hood I also have window fans for cross
ventilation. Arm rests to the left and right of the
torch mounted on the edge of the desk reduce
the exposure to carpal tunnel. I’ve also been
known to place a magnifying glass above my
torch since my eyes are losing their ability to
focus on close objects.

consistent result can be challenging. In fact, it
took many months before I was satisfied with the
results.

Figure 1 shows one of Syngamy’s bicones in
process. Various metals both in powder and
leaf form are added to the base of black glass.
The torch’s atmosphere is altered by increasing

Figure 2 shows a set of the gametes ready for
Syngamy. One of the technical challenges was
learning how to get Bullseye glass not only
to stick to copper but also to bring it to room

Figure 2

Figure 3
temperature without cracking due to the rod
running through the center of the glass. The
metal and the glass must expand and contract
together otherwise they will tend to separate
from each other during cooling process often
resulting in cracked glass.
Knowing that enameling is by definition the
melding of glass and metal together, I called
the Thompson Enamel Company to discuss
my project. At first they were skeptical that

Bullseye glass would work, but offered one
type of enamel that would act as a fluxing
agent between the copper rod and the glass
much like flux is used in soldiering to help join
different types of metals.
Their suggestion worked, and one of the
many media experiments joined my suite of
technical challenges looking for a final form.
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Syngamy
“The Conception of Phantasos”
Phantasos the brother of Morpheus appears in dreams in the form of
inanimate objects. Life is based on the inanimate - arrangements of
“chemicals” vibrating in response to each other, directing one another,
creating you and me out of the ether of a dream.

Mixed Media Sculpture
Size & Weight - 18 inch diameter by 30 inches length., 20 lbs.
Metal Marble - The two spherical objects at the ends are Metal
Marbles which are torch-worked glass. Metal oxides are added to it
and then run through multiple cycles of oxidation and reduction in
the torch.
Iridescent Fused Glass - The inner ring is composed of two
sheets of gold fusing glass with the addition of mica and small black
glass chunks (frit) which all together form the mottled pattern. The
combination of these elements was chosen to create the overall
harmony with the other glass elements as well as the other ring.
Solid Surface Material - The outer ring of Syngamy is
composed of Corian-like solid surface material made by the Avonite
company. This particular style is called Copper Mine, and was
chosen for its color, pattern, and depth qualities to harmonize with
the other elements of Syngamy. It was turned on a lath at two
thousand rpm and shaped using regular wood turning gouges.

The two ends of Syngamy were formed from pieces of lathe turned
Corian which were then sent our for copper plating.
Torchworked Glass - The many gametes (32) which act as
connectors of the middle to the ends of Syngamy were formed
using Bullseye glass at a torch. The glass is fused onto copper rods
using enamels as the ‘wetting’ flux agent so that the glass will stick
to the copper when heated to a glowing state. A base of black glass
is formed and then various metals (gold, silver, copper) are applied
to the surface and put through complex stages of oxidation and
reduction flames producing the final colors.
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